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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Re redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Pro 3:3 Let not mercy and truth forsake thee; bind them about thy neck;
write them upon the table of thine heart:
Pro 3:4 So shalt thou find favour and good understanding in the sight of
God and man.
Pro 3:5 – Trust in the LORD with all thine heart; and lean not unto thine own understanding.

Pro 3:6 – In all thy ways acknowledge him, and he shall direct thy paths.

Pro 3:7 – Be not wise in thine own eyes: fear the LORD, and depart from evil.

Pro 3:8 – It shall be health to thy navel, and marrow to thy bones.

Pro 3:9 – Honour the LORD with thy substance, and with the firstfruits of all thine increase:

Pro 3:10 – So shall thy barns be filled with plenty, and thy presses shall burst out with new wine.

Pro 3:11 – My son, despise not the chastening of the LORD; neither be weary of his correction:

Pro 3:12 – For whom the LORD loveth he correcteth; even as a father the son in whom he delighteth.

Pro 3:13 – Happy is the man that findeth wisdom, and the man that getteth understanding.

Pro 3:14 – For the merchandise of it is better than the merchandise of silver, and the gain thereof than fine gold.

Updates: Structural Concerns, Intense Vibrations, Leak at Oroville Dam: Could Lead to Catastrophic Dam Failure

April 30, 2017 AGENDA 21 RADIO BY PAUL PRESTON

PAUL PRESTON and one of the nation’s leading dam experts SCOTT CAHILL visited Oroville Dam on April 23, 2017. The visit revealed a major leak in the dam wall above the Hyatt Power Plant. The green area in the dam wall is very wet and is porting water from behind the dam.

Sources close to Agenda 21 Radio went to the area on the dam and after an examination of the leak and the embankment material including vegetation speciation reported the leak is a major concern the Department of Water Resources is NOT reporting to the public.

When the main spillway on February 7, 2017 ruptured, it set off a series of events where systems at the dam were put into what is referred to as ‘failure modes’. Dam failure modes if not stopped individually lead to a series of events in other ‘systems’ of the dam that will ultimately lead to the entire dam going being destroyed. There are now 4 major systems in failure modes and with these ongoing failure modes, the main spillway, emergency spillway, River Valve Outlet System (RVOS) and the loss of the Hyatt power plant could lead to catastrophic dam failure. Now there are questions about the structural integrity of the dam itself with a noticeable ‘leak’ in the groin area on the south face above the Hyatt power plant. This brings the total number of failing systems at Oroville Dam to five.

Agenda 21 Radio has been contacted by individuals who are familiar with the Oroville dam incident and have stated that there are ‘major’ structural concerns which call into question the structural integrity of the dam itself. According to these sources who are
from Northern California state there are a number of DWR employees and others who are aware of the issues and are willing to speak out because Governor Jerry Brown is attempting to stop all technical information regarding the dam’s structural integrity and snow pack evaporation rates from being released to the public. If snow pack evaporation rates are estimated incorrectly the amount of anticipated water coming into Oroville could pose a threat to the dam. Agenda 21 Radio has been contacted by several residents who live above the Kelly Ridge residential area that overlooks the Oroville dam above the south end of the dam about intense vibrations shaking their homes. The location of these homes is above the penstocks which feed the Hyatt Power Plant. Residents are complaining of migraine head aches and nausea. Residents have contacted contractors at the dam who have told them they cannot talk about the vibrations.
https://www.agenda21radio.news/2017/04/30/major-leak-at-oroville-dam/

Is the UN Preparing for a Mass Casualty Event On US Soil?

There is a pattern that is emerging from a combination of sightings and reports that is suggestive of the fact that a mass casualty event is coming to America and somebody has advanced knowledge and preparations are being as I write these words.

First, and as a disclaimer, let me say that Operation Gotham was a non-event. The real action, I believe is the following:

UN Sighting In Pennsylvania Near the Delaware River

Dear Dave,

We listen to your radio show every Sunday and visit your podcasts often. We both appreciate what you do for America.

Earlier today at about 1pm EDT, we were walking on a path as we sometimes do about 6 miles from the Delaware River not too far from Morrisville. We came over a slight rise and saw 3 white tanks with UN markings sitting in a straight line and they were not moving. There were well dressed men outside the tanks in what my husband said were military police outfits. These men on the ground were wearing UN blue helmets. My husband said were were within about 200 yards I cannot describe the fear and surprise. Almost immediately we were approached by two jeeps with machine guns on them. We were told to stop and that this was now a restricted area. We were asked how we got past the previous security. We did not see any security we told them. They made us get into one of the jeeps and we were driven back to our car. My husband thinks that these men were military contractors and not regular military. I was scared out of my mind. The men were in unmarked jeeps and uniforms that I did not recognize. There were neither UN or US as far as we could tell. My husband is
former Air Force and said this was the strangest collection of military personnel he had ever seen.

Please do not use our names. They did not check our names or identification but they did see our car……..

Back to the report: The size of this event is much larger than it appears. My colleague, Paul Martin, is a former Marine tank commander. He told me that there are 6 support personnel for every person in a tank or helicopter.

More from the Delaware River Area Involving UN Attack Helicopters

I received this email on April 25, 2017 at 4:45 pm Pacific:

Good afternoon Dave,

I sent you a few sightings of UN/military in the air around my area (east coast). I just spotted another one (attached video) and this is a reference pic of what I saw. Identical colors, not sure maybe the Gov/Feds according to the colors. I know they are doing a drill this week, but I have been seeing them way before that started. I even thought ok, all the previous sightings were (practice for the drill), but then I started looking for a common denominator, why I am seeing all this activity, so low to the ground, like they are mapping it out or something in my immediate area. I pulled a map up and started focusing on the flight path they all seem to be doing, north to south. Then….the Delaware River. Whatever they are up to, I’ll bet you that river has something to do with it…

Sighting Location Map for the UN Helicopter Sightings

Morning Dave, Wanted to give you a better idea with a map where all these sightings have been I have been reporting to you with. In the very middle of the screen on the left side of the Delaware is my location. I see you were looking for accurate location, if you drop a pin dead center of this map, I think that is the geographic coordinates you are looking for.

Be well, John S., Southeast PA

Here are the videos & reports sent into Dave:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=azElHu3_jwc

Here is another email I received from the potentially impacted area if the Oroville Dam were to fail as many are predicting will happen in the upcoming spring run off.

Hi Dave,….I live in Stockton CA and with the shows I've been watching I got curious about our Port of Stockton since it's a gate way for imports and exports. I have a former Security officer that worked for me so I decided to give her a buzz to see what, if anything was happening. Especially since I hear choppers flying over head every night about 2-3 in the morning. And by the way, the Ports MERSEC…Maritime Security is at level 1, meaning security is to be present at all times. Anyway, the only thing she knew was that the choppers for the National Guard and Fire Department are having rescue drills.

(Editor's note: Wonder what? They are practicing for the Oroville Dam to go? This would be the perfect excuse to get the UN out in the open if their presence was for humanitarian reasons)

Paul Preston

In the absence of information, I started calling my sources and colleagues. I am still awaiting return calls. However, I did speak to Paul Preston and what he told me is
shook me to my core. I did not react until after we hung up, but clearly a mass casualty event is being planned for the United States. Paul told me that he has inside information that former military medical personnel are being quietly called up to active duty. One person, according to Preston’s source is almost 80 years old. When we combine what Paul Preston told me, with the emailer from Stockton, CA., we clearly have the beginning of some serious dot connecting.

At this point this is a dot connecting activity. However, this is a very big story, we are just filling in the details as we go.

If I were forced to speculate, I would say that we are seeing the early signs of preparing for a mass casualty event in multiple locations in which the UN is “invited” in to mitigate a manufactured crisis. And where would the crisis be located? I can say for almost certain, that if this is the scenario that is unfolding, it will certainly include the Oroville Dam. Also, based on what I know about the condition of some of the Dams on the Mississippi River, I would say that we might be looking at a scenario in which the country would be cut in half. Third, no discussion of this type can be complete without considering the condition of the New Madrid Fault. A trifecta disaster tailor-made for a United Nations takeover.

http://beforeitsnews.com/police-state/2017/04/is-the-un-preparing-for-mass-casualty-event-on-us-soil-4161.html

BioWeapon Event Coming? Paul Martin Interview
Play: https://youtu.be/YRNKOy7EDP8?t=22s
Some Comment Read:
Estimated Eyes 9 hours ago
Hey YouTube... stop shutting down Dave Hodges' videos every, I mean, EVERY time I try to watch them. I always have them stop and behave as if they are "refreshing," only not to start playing again. What a coincidence this only happens on Common Sense Show videos.
Liz Thomas 7 hours ago
Same here. It's been doing it for two weeks.
To The Jew First 8 hours ago
Dave, be aware. The globalists are ready to make their move. HAVE YOU SEEN THE COVER OF THE NEWEST EDITION OF "FOREIGN AFFAIRS" magazine? Brace yourselves!

++ The Real Reason for Attacking North Korea
“In the most extreme circumstances we have made it very clear that you can’t rule out the use of nuclear weapons as a first strike.”
Michael Fallon, British Defense Minister BBC Today April 25, 2017

The politicians are speaking & they are willing to use nuclear weapons as a first option against nations that they do not agree with. North Korea is on the verge of being nuked, and the nations of the world (acting at the behest of the bankers) will soon turn their attention to Iran in a similar fashion. Iran’s moment will come after Syria is eliminated
because the way to conquer Iran is through Syria. And isn’t it also interesting that Syria’s Assad is cast in the same light as North Korea? This is pure insanity!

Is it just a coincidence that Iran and North Korea are also two of three remaining nations that do not belong to the Rothschild family of central banks?

In the year of 2000 there were seven countries without a Rothschild owned Central Bank:

1. Afghanistan
2. Iraq
3. Sudan
4. Libya
5. Cuba
6. North Korea
7. Iran

The only countries left in 2011 without a Central Bank owned by the Rothschild Banking Family are:

1. Cuba
2. North Korea
3. Iran

Every country on the Rothschild defiance list, has been invaded by the United States, or is about to be invaded. In other words, and some will not find this the least bit shocking, every war of occupation that the US has fought has been done on behalf of the Rothschild Banking Cartel.

Lessons From JFK

Most JFK assassination researchers will claim that JFK was assassinated in order to accomplish three primary goals. All of the following events happened within 9 months of JFK’s death

1. Reversal of JFK’s nuclear test ban, as under his replacement LBJ produced more nuclear weapons in American history and this happened within three months of JFK’s murder. The military industrial complex (MIC) was happy as were their interlocked bankster allies.

2. Reversal of JFK’s “stay of out of Vietnam policy”. This was accomplished through the assassination of the leaders of both Vietnam and the United States, carried out by the CIA, less than 3 weeks apart. Vietnam was a cash cow for the establishment banks and MIC. For example, Rockefeller owned Chevrolet, which received the bulk of defense contracts for the Vietnam conflict. The profits were enormous. Following the phony Gulf of Tonkin non-event, the U.S. had 100,000 combat troops stationed in South Vietnam. This was accomplished in only 9 months. Keep in mind that JFK had even announced that the combat advisors would be brought home the following year.

3. JFK had great disdain for the debt enslavement system of the Federal Reserve. He ordered the production of silver certificates which threatened the monopoly of the Federal Reserve. And of course, when JFK was murdered, the threat disappeared.

When we look at the historical pattern, can there be any doubt as to who is really running the Deep State and ultimately our country?
Modern Threats to Peace: Why Syria?

Russian troops are pouring into Syria. Russia is beefing up both Syria's and Iran's surface-to-air missile defense system. Why? Because the Russians, the Syrians and the Iranians know what is coming. Taking Syria is the key to taking Iran. Iran is a special prize. First, Iran is damaging the Petrodollar of the Federal Reserve by selling oil, for gold, to the BRICS nations (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa).

Another Historical Example: The Overthrow of Gaddafi

Gaddafi’s murder is instructive of why the world’s governments are moving against NK, Syria and ultimately Iran. The government of Gaddafi brought the Libyan government from poverty and debt, to prosperity and debt-free status in 41 years. In Libya, healthcare was free and Libyan pharmacies and hospitals were comparable to high-grade European medical facilities. This contrasts with America, where our death by doctor fatalities reached 225,000 last year.

Unlike America, where we horde our wealth to the tune of $128 trillion of underground resources (e.g. oil, natural gas, etc.), Gaddafi’s oil-revenue-sharing program helped bring a good measure of prosperity to each Libyan as they receive $500 (Dollars) deposited into his or her bank account each month. Did you know that if the first bail out to Wall Street had been applied to America’s home mortgages, all Americans would now own their homes free and clear?

Speaking of homes, when Libyans married, each couple were gifted $60,000 to do with as they please. In America, we double tax our couples under the so-called marriage penalty tax.

Unlike America, where college tuition costs rose at a rate eight times faster than the cost of living, Education from grade school through to college is free in Libya and the Libyan government paid for college students to study specialty subjects overseas.

Libya gave free land and seeds to anyone who wanted to farm that land. In America, we “swat team” raw dairy farmers, organic food producers and the Amish. Meanwhile, farmers are increasingly being forced to use unlabeled, cancer-causing, GMO seeds.

Forty loaves of bread cost just $0.15 at the time of Libya’s revolution. The prices for our food staples have more than doubled over the past 18 months.

At the time of Gaddafi’s assassination, the price of gas was around $0.14 per gallon. The major reason that gas prices exploded was because our dollar was losing value. You say oil prices have stabilized and have actually decreased? You are correct and that is because we are in the deflationary phase before the dollar finally dies a natural death. The world is running from the dollar. The stock market is greatly escalating. If you know your 1929 history, you know what lies next.

I have interviewed attorney Ellen Brown on several occasions and she argues, in the Asia Times, that Libya, like Iraq, under Hussein, challenged the supremacy of the dollar and the Western banks. The Bush plan was to take out seven countries in five years.
Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, and Iran & on the periphery of this enemies list was also Venezuela, Cuba and North Korea.

Isn’t that interesting that these Axis of Evil nations, as we have called them, have one thing in common. What is it that these countries have in common? In the context of banking, one fact that sticks out is that none of these countries are listed among the 56 member banks of the Bank for International Settlements (BIS). This puts them outside the long regulatory arm of the central bankers’ central bank in Switzerland. The avoidance of being a debt slave to the central banksters is not permitted and such violators risk having the full force of the US military being brought down upon them to enforce the “right” for the central bankers to force involuntary servitude as their unholy order.

Other examples:

Lincoln attempted to use Greenbacks as currency and was shot in the head.
JFK printed “C-notes” which would have eventually debased the Federal Reserve Dollar and he was also shot in the head.
Hussein was selling only for Euro’s not the Petrodollar and now he’s dead
Gaddafi was talking about a gold Dinar and not using the Petrodollar and now he’s dead.

Soon, Assad of Syria will be dead for the same reasons.
Soon the North Korea leadership will be dead.
Iranian leadership is selling oil for gold to Russia, China and India. Soon Iran will be invaded and their leaders will be killed with the commencement of WW III.
Our young adult children have inherited the economic work ruled by debt slavery.
I have written before that there are 317,000 waiters and waitresses with college degrees and this accompanies the 160,000 custodians who also have college degrees and are significantly under-employed. One third of young adults in the 20’s and early thirties live with their parents and that is because the college loan debt is astronomical.

Sociology experts are warning that these unfair economic practices will have grave implications for everything from social cohesion to family formation. This is the goal of the globalists. The modern day founding father of Sociology, Amatai Etzioni, once said “the family can exist without the state; however, the state cannot exist without the family”.

The most effective way to destroy American sovereignty and usher in the New World Order is to destroy the family. Destroying the family, will destroy the country. Unlike Gaddafi’s Lybia, the government is NOT lifting a finger to help the families of the middle class. For that matter, this administration is irreparably destroying the under-class by keeping them addicted to welfare.

Isn’t destroying the family one of the primary goals of Satan?

Current Headlines Read:
'MAJOR, MAJOR CONFLICT WITH NKOREA' POSSIBLE
KIM JONG-UN READIES FOR WAR
SENATORS TOLD 'VERY GRAVE'
Senators Told North Korea “Urgent National Security Threat”, US Military Prepared To Act
HAWAII THREAT NOW
Chinese troops along North Korean border ‘on HIGH ALERT’ amid fears of more missile tests
Nuclear attack drills held outside of Manhattan...
NBCNEWS: How to survive...
Admiral Suggests Hawaii Beef Up Defense...
DC responders prepare for ‘complex’ terror attack...
All senators invited to WH briefing on North Korea Military Convoys Headed to Seattle, Armed Guards on Freeway. Fresh Gotham Shield Footage at MetLife Stadium
Operation Gotham Shield Document

From: INTERNATIONAL
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2017 6:24 AM
Subject: "Terrorists Are US" WAKE UP--7 Countries USA planned to destroy including Syria

Since we the United States, are so against Terrorism, I suggest we start a Corporation like “Toys Are US” but instead call it “Terrorists Are US” and
1.) Then go into Iraq and kill 1.5 million people.Oops we’ve already done that.
2.) Then let’s go into Afghanistan and kill ½ a million people.Oops we’ve already done that.
3.) Then let’s go into Libya and kill ¼ million people. Oops we’ve already done that.
Hmmmm... we’re running out of people to kill and countries to destroy. So let’s go into Syria and see how many we can kill in Syria, after all Assad must be a bad guy, so we should kill at least a million of his people like we did to Saddam/Iraq, Afghanistan and Libya, because Saddam was a bad guy, but oops he wasn’t because he didn’t have any weapons of mass destruction that 16 of our lying intelligence alphabet soup agencies LIED about, regarding non-existent Weapons of Mass Destruction.
Well then, since there aren’t any weapons of mass destruction, let’s lie and say that Saddam was throwing babies out of incubators. Yeah, that will get the US people on our side to kill 1½ million Iraqis and destroy the whole country of Iraq.
“TERRORISTS ARE US”, but we’ve already destroyed Iraq, so we’ll have to find another country to destroy.
Ok, then let’s try the babies thing in Syria, ’cause it worked before to trick the USA sheeple. So let’s have Trump say on Apr 7, 2017 ... "When you kill innocent children, innocent babies — babies, little babies — with a chemical gas that is so lethal," Trump said during a press conference...
Yeah let’s now go into Syria now and see how many we can kill in Syria because Assad must be a bad guy even though his people elected him and love him via an election run Jun 4, 2014 ... Assad captures another seven-year term after winning almost 90% of people’s vote... But let’s LIE and say the people hate him and that he is bombing the people that love him, and then we can go into Syria like we did in Iraq and Afghanistan and Libya and kill MILLIONS.
All we have to do is daily on the Lamestream News like NBC, ABC, Fox, CNN etc. is repeat the lie over and over again that Assad is bombing his people. Until the American sheeple believe the lie. Even though Assad is bombing the rebels and ASSAD IS “NOT” BOMBING HIS OWN PEOPLE. Assad loves his people and is fighting against the rebels on behalf of his people.

Yup, that will give us war mongers of the Corporation of the United States more money from war and we can shoot off another 59 missiles at $1.5 million $ a missile= over $100 Million Dollar profit for the war mongers but $100 Million+ Dollars cost for the American Sheeple:

For hitting an empty airport that we gave 2 hours advance warning to Russia and China that we are going to strike. But we war mongers got our $100 Million+ Dollars from the American taxpayer. Later we can flatten Damascus into a pile of rubble.

---

**Bush Convicted of War Crimes in Absentia**

By Yvonne Ridley | May 12, 2012 |

The Kuala Lumpur War Crimes Commission found George W. Bush guilty of war crimes in absentia for the illegal invasion of Iraq.

In what is the first ever conviction of its kind anywhere in the world, the former US President and seven key members of his administration were yesterday found guilty of war crimes.

Bush, Dick Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld and their legal advisers Alberto Gonzales, David Addington, William Haynes, Jay Bybee and John Yoo were tried in absentia in Malaysia.

The trial held in Kuala Lumpur heard harrowing witness accounts from victims of torture who suffered at the hands of US soldiers and contractors in Iraq and Afghanistan. They included testimony from British man Moazzam Begg, an ex-Guantanamo detainee and Iraqi woman Jameelah Abbas Hameedi who was tortured in the notorious Abu Ghraib prison.

At the end of the week-long hearing, the five-panel tribunal unanimously delivered guilty verdicts against Bush, Cheney, Rumsfeld and their key legal advisors who were all convicted as war criminals for torture and cruel, inhumane and degrading treatment.

Full transcripts of the charges, witness statements and other relevant material will now be sent to the Chief Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court, as well as the United Nations and the Security Council.

The Kuala Lumpur War Crimes Commission is also asking that the names of Bush, Cheney, Rumsfeld, Gonzales, Yoo, Bybee, Addington and Haynes be entered and included in the Commission’s Register of War Criminals for public record.

The tribunal is the initiative of Malaysia’s retired Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad, who staunchly opposed the American-led invasion of Iraq in 2003.
He sat through the entire hearing as it took personal statements and testimonies of three witnesses previously mentioned. The tribunal also heard two other Statutory Declarations of Iraqi citizens and another British citizen.

After the guilty verdict reached by five senior judges was delivered, Mahathir Mohamad said: “Powerful countries are getting away with murder.”

War crimes expert and lawyer Francis Boyle, professor of international law at the University of Illinois College of Law in America, was part of the prosecution team.

After the case he said: “This is the first conviction of these people anywhere in the world.”

While the hearing is regarded by some as being purely symbolic, human rights activist Boyle said he was hopeful that Bush and Co could soon find themselves facing similar trials elsewhere in the world.

“We tried three times to get Bush in Canada but were thwarted by the Canadian Government, then we scared Bush out of going to Switzerland. The Spanish attempt failed because of the government there and the same happened in Germany.”

Boyle then referenced the Nuremberg Charter which was used as the format for the tribunal when asked about the credibility of the initiative in Malaysia. He quoted: “Leaders, organizers, instigators and accomplices participating in the formulation or execution of a common plan or conspiracy to commit war crimes are responsible for all acts performed by any person in execution of such a plan.”

The US is subject to customary international law and to the Principles of the Nuremberg Charter said Boyle who also believes the week-long trial was “almost certainly” being monitored closely by both Pentagon and White House officials.

Professor Gurdial Singh Nijar, who headed the prosecution said: “The tribunal was very careful to adhere scrupulously to the regulations drawn up by the Nuremberg courts and the International Criminal Courts”.

Throughout the week the tribunal was packed with legal experts and law students as witnesses gave testimony and then cross examination by the defense led by lawyer Jason Kay Kit Leon.

The court heard how

- Abbas Abid, a 48-year-old engineer from Fallujah in Iraq had his fingernails removed by pliers.
- Ali Shalal was attached with bare electrical wires and electrocuted and hung from a wall.
- Moazzam Begg was beaten, hooded and put in solitary confinement.
- Jameelah was stripped and humiliated, and was used as a human shield whilst being transported by helicopter.

In response to questions about the difference between the Bush and Obama Administrations, he added: “If President Bush was the President of extra-judicial torture then US President Barak Obama is the President of extra judicial killing through drone strikes. Our work has only just begun.”

The prosecution case rested on proving how the decision-makers at the highest level President Bush, Vice-President Cheney, Secretary of Defence Rumsfeld, aided and abetted by the lawyers and the other commanders and CIA officials – all acted in concert. Torture was systematically applied and became an accepted norm.
According to the prosecution, the testimony of all the witnesses exposed a sustained perpetration of brutal, barbaric, cruel and dehumanising course of conduct against them.

These acts of crimes were applied cumulatively to inflict the worst possible pain and suffering, said lawyers.

“The Tribunal recommends to the War Crimes Commission to give the widest international publicity to this conviction and grant of reparations, as these are universal crimes for which there is a responsibility upon nations to institute prosecutions if any of these Accused persons may enter their jurisdictions”.

"Terrorists Are US” WAKE UP people. It wasn’t Assad that killed MILLIONS in Iraq, Afghanistan and Libya And DESTROYED Iraq, Afghanistan, and Libya!

It was the USA. AND “NOW” we are about TO DESTROY Syria.

General Wesley Clark reported in 2012 plans to use the 2001 attacks as a justification to invade seven countries in five years.

The following countries in red have “already” been thrown into utter chaos by USA interference and direct wars:

7 Countries USA planned to destroy= Iraq, Libya, Lebanon, Syria, Somalia, Sudan and Iran:

General Wesley Kanne Clark, Sr. (born December 23, 1944) is a retired General of the United States Army. He graduated as valedictorian of the class of 1966 at West Point and was awarded a Rhodes Scholarship to the University of Oxford. He later graduated from the Command and General Staff College with a master’s degree in military science. He spent 34 years in the U.S. Army, receiving many military decorations, several honorary knighthoods, and the Presidential Medal of Freedom.

Clark commanded Operation Allied Force in the Kosovo War during his term as the Supreme Allied Commander Europe of NATO from 1997 to 2000.

Play: https://youtu.be/9RC1Mepk_Sw

7 Countries the USA has planned to destroy! Including Syria. To clear the way for the New World Order.

Wake up the sheeple and stop listening to the Propaganda Mainstream TV News https://www.foreignpolicyjournal.com/2012/05/12/bush-convicted-of-war-crimes-in-absentia/